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The DC-2 is the market leading forward facing camera from RoadHawk. Offering up to 1080p 
resolution for the best recording quality possible.

RoadHawk Cameras
The addition of RoadHawk cameras to the BOX Telematics product portfolio 

helps to prevent misuse through mounted in-vehicle cameras. This provides 

the Plant Manager with complete visibility of the plant and machinery’s 

activity, making SPOTONplant the market leading ‘all in one’ Plant 

Management solution.

What Is SPOTONplant?
SPOTONplant is the security and diagnostic solution for machinery and plant 

equipment. Through utilising an intelligent telematics device all aspects of 

usage, such as, time spent on site, alerts if an asset leaves a predefined 

area and hours until the next service can be monitored and tracked.

The telematics device used within SPOTONplant uses powerful antennas 

and accelerometers to ensure that the most accurate information regarding 

the equipment is available. This includes the exact location (including off 

road) to within five metres and whether a unit has been disconnected or 

tampered with.  All of these components are housed in a tough enclosure 

that is impervious to all weather conditions, making it the perfect device for 

outdoor machinery.

Service Maintenance Reports allows Fleet Managers to actively monitor when their vehicles 
require servicing, meaning they will never miss a service, therefore, improving the longevity of 
their vehicles.

What will SPOTONplant do for you?
Geofenced points of interest can be created via the online tracking portal, 

SPOTONweb. These ensure assets are kept within a predefined area thus 

streamlining administration and increasing invoicing accuracy if necessary. 

This real time visibility of assets gives peace of mind to both the owner and 

operator about health, status and location. SPOTONplant therefore ensures 

that not only is plant or machinery kept safe, its usage is optimised.

Even if the equipment is not in use, (perhaps over a weekend), the 

telematics until will still send a daily “heartbeat” message to the server, 

confirming the unit is working as it should.



What are the benefits of SPOTONplant?
SPOTONplant benefits owners of plant and machinery by:

•	 Minimising	equipment	downtime using remote diagnostic displays 

through service maintenance reports. This preventative maintenance 

feature highlights when assets require servicing or if any fault codes 

have appeared.

•	 Increasing	productivity through machine utilisation reports. The report 

displays the running hours of any vehicle on any site, enabling the 

Operator to see which machines have been utilised more efficiently than 

others.

The Utilisation Report displays the duration each vehicle has been in transit, idling and parked 
for in an easy to interpret graph.

Points of Interest (POIs) and alerts can be created to provide Fleet Managers with accurate 
operating times or entry/exit times on certain sites or areas.

•	 Deterring	theft and preventing the misuse of plant and equipment 

through remote immobilisation of off	highway plant or machinery over 

the air using the GSM/GPRS network. This ensures assets cannot be 

used without authorisation and will aid with recovery if stolen.

Why choose SPOTONplant?
SPOTONplant provides the operator with the peace of mind that all 

machinery and plant equipment is safe, secure and fully functional at all 

times.



About BOX Telematics

BOX has over 25 years’ experience within the telematics industry supplying 

their customers with market leading web based Fleet Management solutions 

that bring together the benefits of vehicle tracking, alongside many in-depth 

reporting features.

From monitoring driving behaviour to preventing the theft of plant, a 

variety of solutions can be provided to help the Fleet Managers increase 

efficiencies and reduce cost.

With an in house design and development team, BOX Telematics have 

successfully delivered complete Fleet Management systems to many 

companies through their nationwide network of dealers. 

Made in Britain

BOX Telematics are the designers, developers and manufacturers of all their 

Fleet Management products and solutions.

Whilst continuing to innovate through design and development, BOX 

Telematics own all of the Intellectual Property associated with their products 

and solutions.

Due to the strength within the company, BOX Telematics are now proud 

members of the number one marque of British manufacturing, 

“Made in Britain.”

This supports and promotes British manufacturing enabling customers at 

home and abroad to identify British-made products.
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